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Analysis of Political Efficacy data using MCMC
1. Introduction
An increasing interest in fully Bayesian MCMC methods for estimating complex psychometric
models has significantly increased in recent years. These sampling based methods are more
flexible and can provide a more complete picture of the posterior distributions (see Section 3)
of all parameters in the model than maximum marginal likelihood estimation methods. They
can be applied in situations (e.g., small sample size) where the likelihood methods tend to break
down. The samples produced by the MCMC procedure can also be used creatively for
conducting model fit diagnosis (e.g., posterior predictive checking), model selection, and
model-based prediction.
The MCMC algorithm implemented in IRTPRO is based on the Patz-Junker's (1999-a, 1999-b)
blocked Metropolis algorithm. The methodology developed in IRTPRO to impose parameter
constraints and to implement multiple-group features enables the user to fit specialized IRT
models using MCMC.
2. Multiple Groups Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA)
To illustrate the data analysis in this section, a Political Action Survey dataset, called

efficacy_6Countries.ssig located in the folder IRTPRO Examples\By DataSet\Efficacy is used.

This data is a subset of a cross-national survey designed and carried out to obtain information
on conventional and unconventional forms of political participation in industrial societies
(Barnes & Kaase, 1979; Aish, A.M., & Jöreskog, K.G. (1990)).
The first Political Action Survey was conducted between 1973 and 1975 in eight countries:

Britain, West Germany, The Netherlands, Austria, the USA, Italy, Switzerland, and Finland.
All data was collected through personal interviews on representative samples of the population
16 years and older. The Political Action Survey contains several hundred variables. For the
present purpose of illustration, the six variables representing the operational definition of
political efficacy will be used, and in addition, the countries West Germany and Austria are not
included.
The conceptual definition of political efficacy is the feeling that individual political action does
have, or can have, an impact upon the political process (Campbell, et al., 1954). The
operational definition of political efficacy is based on the responses to the following six items:
o NOSAY: People like me have no say in what the government does
o VOTING: The only way that people like me can have any say about how the government
runs things is by voting
o COMPLEX: Sometimes politics and government seem so complicated that a person like
me cannot really understand what is going on
o NOCARE: I do not think that public officials care much about what people like me think
o TOUCH: Generally speaking, those we elect lose touch with the people pretty quickly
o INTEREST: Parties are only interested in people’s votes but not in their opinions
Permitted responses to these statements were:
AS: agree strongly
A: agree
D: disagree
DS: disagree strongly
DK: do not know
NA: no answer

In what follows, these responses were respectively coded 1, 2, 3, 4, -1, -1 where -1 is treated as
a missing value.
The first 15 rows of the data are shown below:

Country is used as the grouping variable. By right-clicking on the Country heading, three menu

items are obtained as shown below.

Select Properties to view or edit the values, number of observations and country names (labels).

From the main menu bar, select the Graphics, Bivariate… option to obtain the distribution of the
six items for each country.

By selecting this option, the Bivariate Graph window is displayed enabling one to select a
grouping variable (Country as the X-variable in this example) and a list of items (Y-variables) to
be displayed graphically. To illustrate, all six political efficacy items are selected as shown.

Next, click the OK button to obtain the bar charts. Each chart presents the distributions of
responses over the four categories (agree strongly, agree, disagree, disagree strongly). From
the Main menu bar, select Chart Type, Stacking Bar to obtain stacking bar representations for
each country and the six items.

By clicking on the Table icon (next to the Graph icon – see display above), the frequency
counts for each category of each item is displayed across the six countries. This information is
shown below. For example, the Italy (Country = 6) frequency distributions show 254 missing
values for NOSAY and 220 for VOTING.

It has been suggested in the political science literature that there are two components of
Political Efficacy: Internal Efficacy (here called Efficacy) indicating individuals selfperceptions that they are capable of understanding politics and competent enough to
participate in political acts such as voting, and External Efficacy (here called Responsiveness)
indicating the belief that the public cannot influence political outcomes because government
leaders and institutions are unresponsive (Miller, et al., 1980; Craig & Maggiotto, 1982). With
this view, NOSAY, VOTING and COMPLEX are indicators of Efficacy and NOCARE, TOUCH and
INTEREST are indicators of Responsiveness. Note that the statement NOCARE contains two
referents: public officials and people like me. This statement might elicit perceptions of the
responsiveness of government officials to public opinion generally, in which case the emphasis
is on the political actors, or it might express the opinions of people like me in which case the
emphasis is on the respondent. This issue will also be examined as part of the analysis.
This section specifically considers the situation where data on the same ordinal variables have
been collected in several groups (the six countries selected for the analysis). In general, the
groups may be different treatments or any set of mutually exclusive groups of individuals
which are clearly defined.
It is assumed that the data is a random sample of individuals from each group. The objective is

to compare different characteristics across groups. In particular, the procedure to be described
can be used for testing factorial invariance and for estimating differences in factor means. This
makes it possible to answer questions like these:

o
o
o

Do the efficacy items measure the same latent variables in all countries?
If so, are the factor loadings invariant over countries?
Are the intercepts invariant over countries?

If these conditions are satisfied one can estimate differences in means, variances, and
covariances of the latent variables Efficacy and Responsiveness between countries. People who
are low on Efficacy or low on Responsiveness are expected to agree or agree strongly with the
items. Hence, the items measure these components from low to high.
Complete factorial invariance over the six countries should not be expected to hold for the
following reasons:
o
o
o

The items are stated in different languages.
Words may have different connotations in different languages.
Other cultural differences between countries may lead to different response styles or
response patterns in different countries.

These reasons may imply that the items are interpreted differently in different countries.
To start the exploratory factor analysis (CFA), select the Analysis, Multidimensional… option
from the main menu bar and use the Title and Comments text boxes to describe the analysis.
Type in a title and comments as, for example, shown below.

Next, click on the Group tab and select Country as the grouping variable. Select country
number 1 (United States of America) as the reference group.

Proceed to the Items tab to select the items NOSAY to INTEREST. In the Number of latent
dimensions: field enter "2". Before proceeding to the Models tab, make sure to click on the
Apply to all groups button so that the same number of dimensions and the same set of items are
selected for each group. In doing so, a message box is displayed to inform the user that this
selection will override any existing selections that might have been made. See dialogs below.

Select the Models tab that will automatically display the default IRT model for each item,
(Graded in the present case). Click on the Apply to all groups button to ensure the same
selection for all countries.

In order to change the estimation method from the default (Bock-Aitkin) to MCMC, check the
Options button (bottom-left on screen displayed above). Select the Estimation tab and select
MCMC as estimation method. Replace the default "tuning parameter" values with the values
displayed in the Estimation dialog shown below.

A listing of factor loadings will be displayed in the output file by proceeding as follows: select
the Miscellaneous tab in the Advanced Options window and click the Print Factor Loadings
check box. Also change the number of decimal places in the output listing from 2 (the default)
to 3. Change the number of processors to 1, see the Miscellaneous dialog below.

In Section 2 two methods for simulating data are presented. One of these methods requires a –
prm.txt file that contains a list of values assigned to the parameters used to fit an IRT model.
This file will be automatically created by selecting Item parameter estimates via the Save tab.

Next, click the OK button to return to the Models tab. Click the Constraints button to display the
Item Parameter Constraints window. Note that the default display of the Item Parameter
Constraints window shows the listing of parameters as items sorted within groups.

To impose constraints with the purpose of implementing a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)
model with equal intercepts across groups, it will be easier to change the order of the
parameters listed as groups sorted within items. To accomplish this, double-click on the Group,
Item header to obtain the Item, Group dialog shown below.

Once the display changes from Group, Item to Item, Group, click on the Set parameters equal
across groups button to obtain the Item Parameters Constraints window shown below. Note,
for example that the slope parameters for each item corresponding to the first dimension (a1)
are equal across groups. Parameters constrained to be equal are shown in orange.

Next, to obtain a CFA model with NOSAY, VOTING and COMPLEX loading on the first factor
only and NOCARE, TOUCH and INTEREST loading on the second factor only, it is necessary to
set the a2 slopes equal to 0.0 for NOSAY, VOTING and COMPLEX and likewise the a1 slopes for
NOCARE, TOUCH and INTEREST. This is accomplished by selecting the a2 parameters shown in
blue by using the Shift key in combination with the mouse. Once selected, right-click to obtain
the following dialog:

Select the Fix Value… option to obtain a Starting Value text box that displays the default value
of 0.0.

Click the OK button. Parameters that are set equal to a fixed value are displayed in red as shown
in the revised Item Parameter Constraints window shown below.

This procedure is repeated for all the a1 parameters of NOCARE, TOUCH and INTEREST. By
default, IRTPRO sets the means and covariance matrix of the reference group equal to a vector
of zeroes and the identity matrix respectively. Finally, select the G1, covariance cell, right-click
and select the Set Parameters Free option.

The necessary constraints are now imposed. Click the OK button to return to the Models
window.

Click the Run button to start the analysis. Portion of the output, listing slope, intercepts, and the
factor loadings for the first country is displayed below.

The section of the output below contains the estimated latent variable means and variancecovariances.

Model fit indices and a summary of the sample sizes, number of items selected in each group
and number of dimensions are listed below.

Revised CFA model

As mentioned earlier, the items NOSAY, VOTING and COMPLEX are indicators of Efficacy and
NOCARE, TOUCH and INTEREST are indicators of Responsiveness. It was additionally pointed
out and NOCARE, TOUCH and INTEREST are indicators of Responsiveness. It was additionally
pointed out that the statement NOCARE contains two referents: public officials and people like
me. This statement might elicit perceptions of the responsiveness of government officials to
public opinion generally, in which case the emphasis is on the political actors, or it might
express the opinions of people like me in which case the emphasis is on the respondent. This
issue will also be examined next.
To fit the revised model where NOSAY, VOTING and COMPLEX are indicators of Efficacy and
NOCARE, TOUCH and INTEREST are indicators of Responsiveness, a second test is inserted and
renamed MCMC2.

Repeat the instructions used to fit the first model (Test MCMC), except that only the a1
parameters of TOUCH and INTEREST are set equal to zero as shown below.

A portion of the output showing the Group 1 parameter estimates and the model fit indices is
shown next. Note that since equality constraints across groups were imposed, the estimates for
the remaining groups are identical to those of the first group.

The table below is a summary of the fit statistics for the four estimation methods available in
IRTPRO.
Estimation Method

-2Ln(L)
First Test

-2Ln(L1)
Second Test

Difference

MCMC

99233.73

98923.32

310.41

MHRM

99265.31

98943.91

321.40

ADAPQ(8)

99231.07

98913.00

318.07

BAEM

99224.68

98912.91

311.77

The χ 2 difference test for the MCMC method yields a value of 99233.73 .81 – 98923.32 = 310.41.
The degrees of freedom for testing between which of the two CFA models provide the better fit is
1 (50 parameters were estimated in the case of the MCMC (Test 1) fit versus 51 for the MCMC2
2
(Test 2) model). Since the χ difference test is highly significant, we conclude that the model
that assumes that NOCARE is an indicator of both Efficacy and Responsiveness provides a better
fit when compared to the CFA model where NOCARE is only an indicator of Responsiveness.
Information-theoretic indices of fit (AIC and BIC) also point to the same conclusion.

3. MCMC Graphics
The MCMC procedure produces the following four types of plots that can aid further
convergence checks:
o
o
o
o

Autocorrelation Plots
Trace Plots
Running Means
Posterior Densities

To display MCMC graphics the estimation method has to be set to MCMC before running a
unidimensional or multidimensional analysis. On successful completion of the analysis, an
output file with extension -irt.htm is produced. With the -irt.htm content displayed, select
Analysis, MCMC Graphs to obtain the four types of plots.

In order to select all or a subset of the parameters from the list below, hold the shift key then
click left on the first and last item label in the set to be selected. In the dialog below all 50
parameters are selected.

Click on any of the "boxes" on the left of the dialog to obtain the screen shown below.
Alternatively, all the items marked blue will also be selected if the space bar is pressed.

Click OK to display the Autocorrelations (the default display).

Autocorrelation plots of the first 12 parameters:

Sample autocorrelation is a statistic that estimates the theoretical autocorrelation. The sample
lag-h autocorrelation is given by

The sample autocorrelation coefficient measures the similarity between MCMC draws as a
function of the time separation between them. It should be expected that the h-th lag
autocorrelation is smaller with increase in h (for example, the 2nd and 30th draws should be
less correlated than the 2nd and 4th draws). If autocorrelation is still relatively high for higher
values of k, this indicates a high degree of correlation between draws and therefore slow
mixing.

Trace plots of the first 12 parameters

Each trace plot displayed above shows the values the relevant parameter took during the
runtime of the chain. The red line is the mean (parameter estimate) of all the MCMC draws.
Running Means for the first 12 parameters

Running mean plots are used to check how well the MCMC chains are mixing. The Running
Means plot updates the means and standard deviations for each new cycle. In other words, once
(for example) the mean is known for the first 50 observations, it is updated using a special
algorithm by just adding the value of the next observation, and so on. The plots above show
the means (blue line) + or – one standard deviation.

Posterior marginal distributions of the first 12 parameters

The plots displayed below are usually called marginal density plots. It is the histogram of the
values in the trace-plot, i.e. the distribution of the values of the relevant parameter in the chain.

4. Simulation studies
The set of parameters obtained by any IRT model that can be fitted by IRTPRO forms the basis
for simulating a dataset with the same number of items and groups. Two methods for
simulating data are available:
o Calibration followed by simulation
o Simulation based on a parameter file
Suppose that a researcher plans to simulate five datasets based on the first CFA model fitted in
Section 2 , that is NOSAY, VOTING and COMPLEX are indicators of Efficacy and NOCARE,
TOUCH and INTEREST are indicators of Responsiveness. Open the corresponding syntax file
saved as Efficacy_SixCountriesCFA.irtpro in the folder IRTPRO Examples\By Dataset\Efficacy.
From the main menu bar select the Analysis, Multidimensional IRT… option and select the test
MCMC.

The Description tab shown below contains the information entered in Section 2. This also
applies to the Group, Items and Models tabs in the Multidimensional Analysis window.

To do simulation as part of the calibration phase, select the Simulation tab. Currently IRTPRO
assumes that the user using this mode of simulation are interested in simulating the same
number of observations per group as contained in the real dataset. These values (shown as
Examinees) can therefore not be changed (calibration + simulation), although it can be changed
using the second method (simulation based on a parameter file).
The Simulation dialog shown below allows the user to control the following properties of the
simulation procedure:
o
o
o
o

Number of replicate datasets
Percentage missing values
Option to create files in the IRTPRO .ssig format
Random number generator seeds

Enter the values as shown above and click OK to return to the revised syntax file, part of which
is shown next.

To run the analysis (both Calibration and Simulation), select the Analysis, Run Test "MCMC"
option:

As part of the output –irt.htm (calibration details) and –sim.htm (simulation details) files are
created and displayed. Note that one can only access Analysis, MCMC Graphs from the main
menu bar if the active display is an –irt.htm file based on MCMC estimation.

A portion of the –sim.htm output is given below.

To view any one of the five simulated datasets, select the File, Open option and change the file
type to IRTPRO Data File (*.ssig). In the dialog shown below, the first replicate dataset is
selected. Simulated datasets al have extension -simuli.ssig, where i = 1, 2, …, nreplicates.
In case of a single group analysis, the first two column headings are Replicate and CaseNum
followed by the names of the items selected for analysis. The first three column headings for a
multiple groups analysis are Replicate, Group and CaseNum.

The spreadsheet below shows the last 2 records for group = 1 and the first 10 records for group
number 2. Note that a value of -1 is assigned as the missing value code.

To compare the frequency distribution of the items with those obtained with the real dataset,
select the Graphics, Bivariate option. From the bivariate graph dialog, select Group as the XVariable and the items NOSAY to INTEREST as the Y-variables.

In the display below a stacking bar representations of Group versus NOSAY (left panel) and
Country versus NOSAY (right panel) are shown. Note that the difference in colors selected to
represent the four categories of NOSAY is because in the real data set the categories are coded 1,

2, 3 and 4 respectively. In the analysis (see left pane above), these values are recoded to 0, 1, 2
and 3.

Simulation based on a parameter file
In this section, use is made of the IRTPRO dataset Efficacy_6Countries.ssig, and the
parameter estimates, obtained as described in Section 2, are read from a –prm.txt parameter
file. Simulation is accomplished by selecting the Analysis, IRT Simulation… option from the
main menu bar.
Start by opening the IRTPRO data file Efficacy_6Countries.ssig located in the folder IRTPRO
Examples\By Dataset\Efficacy\. If this file is still open from a previous session, close it first
and then re-open it, otherwise the IRT Simulation… option might be disabled.

Use the Rename option (obtained by right-clicking next to an existing Test1 tab to rename a
test) and rename the Test1 tab to SIMUL, then enter a title and comments as shown below.

Next, click on the Group tab and select Country as the grouping variable. Select country number
1 (United States of America) as the reference group.

Proceed to the Items tab to select the items NOSAY to INTEREST. In the Number of latent
dimensions: field enter "2". Before proceeding to the Models tab, make sure to click on the
Apply to all groups button so that the same number of dimensions and the same set of items are

selected for each group. In doing so, a message box is displayed to inform the user that this
selection will override any existing selections that might have been made. See dialogs below.

Select the Models tab that will automatically display the default IRT model for each item,
(Graded in the present case). Click on the Apply to all groups button to ensure the same
selection for all countries.

Next, click the Read parameter values… button (lower right-hand corner just below the Item
List column) to activate the Open dialog.

Click the Open button to return to the Simulation window. Select the Simulation tab and
make the following selections:
o
o
o
o
o

Number of Examinees = 1000, 800, 700, 600, 500 and 1200 respectively
Number of Replicate Datasets = 5 (default = 1)
Percentage missing values = 7 (default = 0)

Check the save as –simul.ssig files (default is -simul.txt)
Select Random number generator seeds (defaults = 4987 and 7681)

Selections of the output are shown below:

